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Introduction 
 

Although it is not in the news often anymore, there is a heavy conflict taking place in Europe. 

It has started decades, or according to some, centuries ago, and although treaties and 

agreements have been signed, car bombs still blow up regularly. In Northern Ireland
1
 people 

are barely surprised to hear such news about car bombs. But if you visit as a tourist and hear 

that 200 families have been evacuated from the same city you are in (Belfast), that surely 

does not sound as a peaceful environment. Rather, as a full blown conflict.  

 

This paper examines why this conflict started in the first place, and why it continues up until 

today. The second part describes the changes the conflict has been through, with both the 

positive and negative changes. The conclusion summarizes which theories are relevant for 

this conflict, but also why others are still relevant even though not applicable on this conflict. 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
 In this paper the name of ‘Northern Ireland’ is used. This is not to chose any sides, although some argue that 

this choses the Protestant side of the conflict. It is the mostly used term, including within the region. 



PART I: CONFLICT CAUSES 
Most conflicts have multiple causes: it is usually the frustration of many things going bad 

which causes conflict to escalate. Some have been simmering for long, root causes, and 

others are the occasion why the conflict erupts at that particular place and moment in time. 

Here all causes of the Northern-Ireland conflict will be explained. 

 

1.1 Root causes 
In the Northern Ireland conflict were two root causes, which are both consequences of the 

(colonial) past. After an introduction to the past, the root causes of inequality and the status 

of Northern Ireland will be explained.  

 

Colonial past 

In the sixteenth century Great Britain colonized Northern Ireland (Clayton p.8). Great Britain 

moved its people to the colony, exploited the local people and prohibited certain aspects of 

their culture (Cairns p.755). This caused tension: the Irish people were the original settlers 

but lost their good positions to the new settlers. The two groups, the Catholic Irish people, 

with their own distinct culture and language, and the Protestant, economically better off 

English colonizers, lived very segregated.  

This colonial period had two consequences: firstly, Irish people wanted Northern 

Ireland to be Irish again, and secondly, that the long lasting social inequality between Irish 

and British declined or totally solved. In the twentieth century these feelings were still 

present as will be shown.  

Some argue that this ‘settler-thesis’ is not viable any longer because it is too long ago, 

however, by the next quote Clayton deals with this critique: “the settler mentality has 

proved extremely durable, for Northern Ireland retains the key elements of a settler society 

even though the settler state has been replaced by what many Protestants themselves feel is 

‘colonial rule’“ (Clayton 14). 

 

Later history and Protestant fear 

So far this essay might have been interpreted as pro-CNR
2
. However, the Dutch saying 

‘where two fight, two have guilt’ more or less applies to this situation. The CNR have been 

one central group since the colonial period. During that time Irish nationalism increased, 

which scared the PUL: the CNR might become the majority group of the population, they 

might become more powerful, and the status of Northern Ireland might change (Clayton 

p.10). As a consequence of these fears, the PUL also started to form one group, but this only 

happened during the 19
th

 century. The PUL has never managed to form one mobilized group 

and is still very splintered. Douglas names the example that they lack the necessary agreed 

positive representation of place, which results in cultural ambiguity and political insecurity 

                                                      
2
 Protestants, unionists and loyalists (PUL) and Catholics, nationalists, and republicans (CNR). This term was 

coined by the Parades Commission and mentions the multiple names for the conflicting parties in the conflict. 

Where no difference is made between unionists and loyalists for example, these terms will be used throughout 

the paper. Via this name the conflict is less one-sided, for example when one would only use Protestants and 

Catholics. These terms already explain that more is happening than religion being the cause of the conflict. For 

sake of readability, PUL and CNR are used throughout this essay. This means people from these sides of the 

party, but does not say anything about their participation in the conflict. However be aware that there do not 

exist monolithic religious-political blocs, but wide and overlapping continuums of political affiliation (Anderson 

p.193-4). 



(Douglas p.126). These developments of unsuccessful mobilization are a consequence of the 

privileged position of the PUL. When your situation is good, there is no need to mobilize to 

fight for a better situation. It was only due to the threat of the increasing CNR that the PUL 

feared for its position. Up until today the Protestants fear to lose their good position which is 

very understandable.  

 

1.1.1 Inequality as a cause of conflict 
Colonialism caused persistent unequal relations in Northern Ireland. The British settlers 

(PUL) continued to have better economic and political positions than the original inhabitants 

(CNR), up until the start of the Troubles
3
. The unequal system was not addressed by forms of 

democracy, but has persisted until the twentieth century. Some do not see inequality as a 

cause of conflict: “(…) it has become clearer that injustice and inequality do not inevitably or 

in any direct, functional sense produce conflict” (Cramer 2002, p.1848-9). Others however do 

agree as will be proven below.  

 

Economic inequality 

From the period of colonization onwards, the PUL had an economically better position. They 

had the most jobs, especially in the government and in farming (Cairns p.755). The CNR had 

an economically weaker position with more unemployment, higher number of drop-outs in 

schools, and were more depending on social security (Cairns p.755). This is a form of relative 

deprivation: there is a tension that develops from a discrepancy between the ‘ought’ (what 

the PUL have) and the ‘is’ (the economic situation of the CNR) of collective value satisfaction. 

This can dispose men to violence (Gurr p.23). Schock states that additionally normative or 

utilitarian justifications are needed will relative deprivation lead to conflict (Schock 101). In 

Northern Ireland, utilitarian justification finally was present: there were no other means 

than violence to defend oneself.  

Also the next quote forms evidence of the importance of economic inequality as a 

cause of conflict: “The more intense and widespread the economic discrimination, the 

greater the discontent and grievances, and the more likely that ethnic-based movements will 

arise to challenge the institutionalized system of economic inequality” (Schock p.103). The 

fact that there is one clear group with an economic better position makes it easy to create 

your enemy;  especially when you think this group has stolen your country, and therefore 

your job (see also 1.2.1).  

 

Political inequality 

Additionally there was political inequality. There were two important aspects of this: the 

limited civil rights, and the voting system.  

 

Statistics have shown that political inequality can be a cause of conflict. Semi-repressiveness 

(the degree of democracy)  and government sanctions (restrictions on political behavior, 

actions against specific individuals or groups) are positively related to political violence 

(Schock p.116). Additionally inclusiveness (the ability of a system to avoid political exclusion) 

is an indicator for civil war: the more inclusive a system, the lower the probability of civil war 

(Reynol-Querol p.446). Semi-democracies are more prone to regime change (Hegre et al 

                                                      
3
 In Northern Ireland people speak of ‘the Troubles’ instead of terms of conflict, war etcetera. In this paper 

however the term conflict will be used since it is the general term for all conflicts, whereas Troubles only refers 

to Northern Ireland. This makes theories more generalisable.  



p.33). Regime change clearly and strongly increases the probability of civil war in the short 

run (Hegre et al p.42). 

 

To see whether Northern Ireland had any of these systems, it is important to look at the 

political history. The Treaty of Limerick of 1691 asserted Ireland’s colonial status and 

severely restricted Catholics’ civil rights. The 1798 rebellion of the CNR led to a change of 

status. The Protestant parliament was abolished and Ireland was brought under direct 

metropolitan control through integration into the realm of the United Kingdom. In 1912 the 

PUL signed the Ulster Covenant and pledged to resist Home Rule by force if necessary. As a 

consequence the UVF was founded, and Ulster was excluded from the Free State of Ireland 

(Clayton p.12). Separate parliaments were set up in Belfast and Dublin, and the Northern 

Ireland Parliament was subordinate to Great Britain. The PUL now effectively had their own 

settler state. In 1949 the Ireland Act was signed which gave the guarantee that Northern 

Ireland would not cease to be ruled by the Great Britain without consent of the majority of 

its citizens.  

 

Civil rights 

From 1967 the Civil Rights Movement called for more equality in human rights between the 

PUL and CNR.  This eventually resulted in the start of the Troubles. It is interesting to see 

how theory predicts the occurrence of violence here: “ … weak states that are attempting to 

expand their efforts to control resources, political activity, and socioeconomic activity are 

likely to provoke violent protest. The expansion of state strength is especially susceptible to 

violent resistance if there are specific minority groups whose interests are adversely affected 

by such efforts” (Gurr in Schock p.128). The Civil Rights Movement called for an end in 

discrimination in jobs and housing, more even political rights, and a more neutral reserve 

police force. The political system of Northern Ireland in the twentieth century was by some 

seen as a democracy, but partial and one that attempts to exclude the ‘natives’ (Clayton 15).  

Therefore semi-repressiveness and government sanctions seem to be present in Northern 

Ireland, and therefore are political causes of the conflict.  

 

“The real question is left unanswered, temporarily forgotten. It is about equal rights, human 

rights and fundamental freedoms” (Sluka 295). 

 

Voting system 

It was until the 1960s that property plural voting existed in Northern Ireland. However 

because of economic inequality this resulted in CNR having less voting rights than PUL. CNR 

people were less included than PUL people in voting and therefore the inclusiveness thesis 

also holds here: this was an indicator for civil war.  

Now the Single Transferable Vote system is present in Northern Ireland and the issue is 

solved in that way.  

 

Cumulatively speaking there was no real democracy but more a semi-democracy, another 

indicator and cause for civil war. 

 

 

 



1.1.2 Status of Northern Ireland 
As already has come to the fore, the status is extremely important. It seems like this is the 

issue that will be discussed at the final stage of the negotiations because it has been to 

sensitive to bring up until today. With the agreement that the majority of the population 

decides however, the status should be following population statistics. In the upcoming years, 

CNR might become the majority and officially Northern Ireland will join Ireland then. 

However, British influence cannot be ignored. Also the question arises whether the PUL will 

be protected enough in that way, or that the conflict situation will turn in all ways. 

 

1.2 Direct causes 
As explained above, there have been tensions and feelings of hate since the 16

th
 century. 

The conflict only erupted in the twentieth century however. In every conflict there are direct 

causes which tell why the conflict erupts at that specific moment. The direct causes of the 

Northern Ireland conflict are therefore explained here. Many can be grouped under the term 

‘provocation’, but this happened in many forms. 

 

1.2.1 (B)ordering, othering and provocation 
From the 16

th
 century onwards there have been negative feelings between the PUL and CNR. 

This firstly resulted in segregation: the two groups lived in the same region or city, but did 

not live together. Churches, schools, work, housing, and social relations were arranged along 

the lines of the conflicting parties. From this first stage of segregation the situation evolved 

into one where two groups started ordering, bordering and othering.  

 

As already explained, the CNR started to form one group from the 16
th

 century onwards, and 

the PUL from the 19
th

 century. This was the process of ordering their group, creating a “we”. 

Consequently they started to organize society in a simple, segregated way: they 

themselves were the good party, the other party was bad. This is called othering (Van 

Houtum in a lecture on February 22, 2011). For example, the PUL see CNR as inferior and 

dangerous (Clayton p.18). Since people did not have many contacts, they could create an 

image of the other that was incorrect, since everything was segregated, including the media 

(Clayton 18). 

Slowly, people started not only ordering society, but also bordering: borders were 

created between the two parties. These borders firstly were only present in the minds of the 

people, as explained with ‘othering’. Borders function as barriers, bridges, resources, and 

also as symbols of identity (Ferrer-Gallardo p.314). They are a symbolic performance aiming 

to (re)mark and (re)mind the limits of the socio-spatial identities delimited by the border 

(Ferrer-Gallardo p.314). (B)ordering is, according to Lacan, Deleuze and Guattari, the desire 

to distance oneself from the other in order to uphold the (fantasy of the) self during feelings 

of fear or anxiety (Van Houtum 2005 p.677). This process of bordering was visible via the 

bordering of segregated neighborhoods, to the total bordering of social life in which there 

were almost no contacts between the parties.  

Eventually the bordering resulted in the building ‘peace walls’ in 1969; concrete walls 

of about four meters high dividing the communities. Since then the divide became visible in 

daily life, not only for insiders in the conflict but also for outsiders. The walls were built for 

safety, to protect the negative peace. However they can also hamper the positive peace. 

Here the meaning of borders is useful to understand their roles. A borders can be a zone of 



contact and inclusion, or a zone of barriers and exclusion (Van Houtum in a lecture on 

February 22, 2011). In Northern Ireland, the walls function as boundaries. Boundaries: 

“… limit (the bounds) of the given political unit, and all that which is within the boundary is 

bound together, that is, it is fastened by an internal bond” (Kristof p.270).  

“Not only the enemy has to be kept out but one’s own citizens and resources have to be kept 

in” (Kristof 273).  

“The boundary is a separating factor. According to geographers participating in the critical 

geopolitical discourse, boundaries are socially constructed (Newman and Paasi 1998, p.188).  

 

On the other end of the spectrum are frontiers which are outer-oriented. “[Their] main 

attention is directed toward the outlying areas which are both a source of danger and a 

coveted prize. The hinterland – the motherland – is seldom the directing force behind the 

pulsations of frontier life” (Kristof p.271). “They are an integrating factor” (Kristof p.273) 

 

The walls can also be a sign of provocation, because people think they need to be protected 

from the horrible others who attack them. During the conflict there erupted more 

provocation. Besides being different and better than the other, people needed to show the 

side they were on. This was done via the demarcation of territory and via marches.  

The demarcation of territory was not only done via walls, but even more via murals. 

On these murals people showed their political support and the image they had of the other 

party. The murals tradition goes back to the beginning of the twentieth century when the 

PUL began painting them as part of their annual Twelfth of July celebrations. The themes of 

these murals are often declarations of loyalty to the British Crown etc (Davies p.155). In the 

late 1960s Irish Republicans started with writing slogans on the walls, and in the 1970s they 

started with murals as well (Davies p.156). 

 

Additionally there were the marches. By joining marches people showed the side they were 

on, and showed their (political) ideas. Most provocative about these marches however is 

that they march through the other parties’ neighborhoods, their territory (Anderson p.199). 

This means the confrontation is sought directly.  

 

1.2.2 Greed 
Not only the long term economic inequality was a cause of the conflict. It was also the short-

term greed: people were convinced that violence would yield more than a peaceful 

economy. Northern Ireland is sometimes even mentioned as a ‘failing economy’ (Topping 

p.2) and even today there are 100.000 children living in poverty (NICCY). 

. This caused heavy frustrations among the people living in Northern Ireland at that specific 

moment, people without a job, that sought means to gain more profit, economically and 

politically. Also the grievance theory “… misses the importance of what social scientists call 

the ‘collective action problem’ “ (Collier p.6). Rebellion needs both motive and opportunity 

(Collier and Hoeffler p.563).  

  

However greed is a complex cause of conflict. The following quote explains why:  

“(…) rebel organizations that are sufficiently successful to get noticed are unlikely to be so 

naïve as to admit to greed as a motive. Successful rebel organizations place considerable 

emphasis on good public relations with the international community. Narratives of grievance 



play much better with this community than narratives of greed. [Eventually] rebel leaders 

may readily be persuaded by their own propaganda” (Collier p.1). 

It is therefore difficult to reveal the greed part in conflicts. However as a proof it can be 

stated that in Northern Ireland, those who joined the paramilitaries were from deprived 

areas with high unemployment rates (Jennings p.301). These people saw economic 

opportunities in the conflict: it provides a job and opportunities for looting (Allen p.372). 

 

1.2.3 Psychological causes 
Beside the big causes, it is important to ask the question why an individual person 

would join the conflict. Tullock goes as far as stating that not idealism, but the outcome of a 

private cost/benefit calculation is the driving force of political violence (Tullock in Jennings 

p.294). He states that this is a calculation based on: the chance on success; the 

entertainment value; the chance on being caught, and the reward (Tullock in Jennings 

p.295). Jennings himself only names the chance on work, the chance on being caught, and 

the alternative income. For now the exact details are not important, what is, is that people 

calculate whether to join a conflict or not and that factors like these are a criterion for 

conflict.  

Beside motives of greed people need mental justification for themselves to really 

contribute to conflict themselves. This can be achieved via the Social Identity Theory (SIT) of 

Tajfel. He found that a part of peope’s self-image is derived from membership in groups. In 

Northern Ireland, people were members of groups from which it is difficult or impossible to 

leave. Consequently the only way to enhance self-esteem is to act to preserve or defend the 

group’s interests (Cairns p.756). 

What often happens is that “group interests are ‘localistic and region-specific’; the 

individual motivations are not necessarily informed by impersonal cleavage-related 

grievances, but often by local and personal conflicts, even by common crime” (Kalyvas p.112). 

Also it is important to understand aggression. Agression is said to be instinctive, 

learned, or an innate response activated by frustration (Gurr p.31). Men who are frustrated 

have an innate disposition to do violence to its source in proportion to the intensity of their 

frustration (Gurr p.37). Disappointment is generally tolerable; deprivation is often 

intolerable (Hoselitz and Willner in Gurr p.39). In Northern Ireland there exists decremental 

deprivation: a group’s value expectations remain relatively constant but value capabilities 

are perceived to decline (Gurr p.46). An example of value position of whole societies is 

applicable on Northern Ireland, namely the imposition of foreign rule. All these facts explain 

why (wo)men would turn to violence. 

 

1.3 Other causes 
In the Northern Ireland many other causes are mentioned by others and here it is explained 

why these have lesser influence than the causes explained above.  

 

Religion sometimes is named. However the conflict is not about religious values, but about 

the two groups, among other things distinguishable from their religion (Clayton p.6). 

Therefore religious values do not have influence; the organization of the parties through 

religious institutes does. 

 

Secondly, the low trust in government and police is an important cause. “You can’t allow 

yourself to trust on the government” said Mark Hackett from the Forum for Alternative 



Belfast. This indicates the level of trust. Also, Neil Jarman explained the conflict as being 

between three parties: the CNR, the PUL, and the police. Nowadays, the police increasingly 

is seen as legitimate, but ineffective in performance (Neil Jarman). 

Thirdly population census are important and there is an obsession with the statistics because 

of the status issue. However the political situation has changed, and hopefully this 

democratic system is indeed democratic, which will also take care of the future new 

minority: the PUL. In that case it should not be a problem. However the PUL already consider 

themselves as a minority, and they might call attention from the (British) media. This might 

cause new developments in the conflict. 

 

 Also there are serious problems with the youth. The three biggest problems are, 

according to NICCY:  

1. Youth feels worthless. Result: suicide. “Our future is so bright that our youth commits 

suicide” painfully shows this sad situation (quote of Paul Ferguson, tourguide ) 

2. Alcohol and drug abuse 

3. Violence. There is a lot of youth rioting/recreational rioting.  

People think children did not suffer because they were born after the ceasefire, and their 

problems are being forgotten or ignored.  

A small contribution to the conflict is the problem in urban planning: “Bad planning 

fuels conflict” stated Mark Hackett from the Forum for Alternative Belfast. 

 

 

 



PART II: CONFLICT TRANSITION 
After some time when the conflict was full-fledged, it started to transform. Some aspects 

contributed towards more peace, but others to a stable and lasting conflict.  

 

2.1 Transition towards peace 
Progress has been made on different fields. From conflict the situation can now be called 

negative peace at least. Many treaties have been signed to achieve peace and to solve the 

root causes of the conflict. In August 1994 the IRA announced a complete ceasefire, followed 

by similar announcements by loyalist groups. Formal talks between the parties started at 

that time. However disarmament was a big issue. In September 1997 Sinn Fein and the 

Ulster Unionist Party joined the peace talks. On Saturday April 11
th

 the Good Friday 

Agreement was finally signed. However disarmament, police reform, and the release of 

political prisoners remained sensitive, which led to a fragmented society: those in favor and 

those against the agreement (Belloni p.7-8; 16). 

 

The diverse initiatives that have been taken have followed the path to resolve so called new 

wars. Since the conflict started before 1990 already, it could be categorized as an ‘old war’. 

Old wars are characterized by the collective grievances as cause and motivation; the 

existence of broad popular support. However the conflict also has many characteristics of 

‘new wars’: it is about the claim to power on the basis of a particular identity; the new mode 

of warfare (guerilla warfare and counterinsurgency) is used, it is aimed at sowing fear and 

hatred, violence is directed against civilians; it is centered in the new ‘ globalized’ war 

economy; and lastly because private loot is present (Kaldor p.6-9; Kalyvas 2001 p.102). 

Solutions to new wars are the restoration of legitimacy, and the reconstitution of the control 

of organized violence by public authorities (Kaldor, p.10). That is exactly what is aimed for in 

the Northern Ireland conflict and therefore the conflict should be categorized as a ‘new 

conflict’. This helps in understanding the conflict. 

The legitimacy has been restored by the new political systems and institutions, which have 

been explained.  

The reconstitution of the control of organized violence has been done by reforming the 

police, which was an important prerequisite for the CNR to stay in the conflict resolution 

process. In 1999 the Patten report over police reform was published. From 2001 the name of 

the police was changed into the more neutral PSNI instead of RUC. The police itself stated 

that “Traditionally hostile parties such as Sinn Fein started supporting the police” (PSNI). This 

however also indicates its opinion towards Sinn Fein, while the organization is purely 

political. Jennings argues that the supply side of participants in the conflict depends on the 

provision of employment, increased wages, social network, and stiffer punishment (Jennings 

p.305). Stiffer punishment is being worked on by the police. 

Additionally two institutions have been established: the police ombudsman and the parades 

commission. About 85% of the people now from the existence of the police ombudsman. 

The ombudsman is also dealing with the past. The situation changed from security policing 

to community policing which is seen as a positive step (police ombudsman). The parades 

commission is also seen as a neutral organization. Now less than 5% of the marches are 

problematic; troubles do not spread any more but people go home afterwards (Parades 

Commission). These are important steps forward. 

 



And there are other positive developments. Since the ceasefires were declared in 1994 many 

of the formal security structures and barriers have been removed (Jarman p.27). The city 

center has normalized again, and people do not need to be body-searched when entering 

(Neil Jarman). However below it is shown that other barriers have increased, and that 

conflict architecture is still present.  

Also about 20% of the youth now claims to have a Northern Ireland identity, no longer PUL 

or CNR (Neil Jarman). 

 

2.2 Transition towards lasting conflict 
However on the other hand the situation of conflict became normal and sometimes even 

beneficial. Two quotes illustrate this: “War becomes a normal part of life rather than an 

exceptional event that disrupts it” (Sluka 282) and “violence had been justified by the 

population” (Neil Jarman). Once the conflict lasted a while, up until now, it seems that 

people on the ground are rather anticipating on the conflict than trying to solve it. The 

conflict is there, treaties have been signed but there still is no real peace, and 

consequentially people are anticipating on the conflict. Examples of this are conflict 

architecture (not only psychological borders between the two communities but also 

concrete walls, gates, and wire) and earning money from the conflict, either via direct 

participation or via conflict tourism. In this way many people make their money from the 

conflict. As a consequence, they more or less want the conflict to resist and a vicious circle is 

created. Both issues are thoroughly explained below. 

 
War economy 

“Both nationalist and loyalist paramilitaries have come to resemble profit-making business 

enterprises through large-scale black market activity” (Jennings p.294). Conflict thus indeed 

can be profitable, through looting and black market activity. Conflict tourism is said to be a 

small part of the picture of development (Liam O’Dowd, Queens University). These ‘positive’ 

side effects of the conflict have also contributed to the instability of the cease-fire of 1994; 

people wanted the conflict to last (Jennings p.304). 

 
Physical barriers 

People are also anticipating on the conflict via other channels. Very visible is the architecture 

of broad streets in which tanks can roll without limitations or obstacles; the city of Belfast 

which is not designed for pedestrians since people rather take the car for safety reasons; and 

where the windows are covered with stickers so that, in case of Troubles, the glass breaks 

less dangerously. Gated communities have become a common feature of urban regeneration 

(Jarman p.25). 

The most visible aspect of the conflict however still are the peace walls. Around one half of 

these [41 NIO barriers] barriers had been built, extended or heightened since the ceasefires 

in 1994 (Jarman p.22). This is not a sign of a region developing towards peace. Also even in 

May 2007 it was announced that an eight meter high fence was to be built. It was built in the 

grounds of an integrated school; a few weeks after the formation of a new devolved 

government; and there was no direct cause for this announcement (Jarman p.21).  

 
 

 

 

 



Social barriers 

Of course social barriers are the most important ones. One aspect of this is schooling. The 

integrated schooling program is a failure; less than 3% of the school population is integrated 

(Cairns p.758). 

Another failure is that the government was working on conflict management, instead of 

conflict resolution (Anderson p.204). 

 

 

The conflict is very durable in people’s minds and in the city. However solutions to current 

problems have been offered. Regarding the walls it was studied that more positive effort 

should come from local politicians, that there should come more diverse and effective 

regeneration of interface areas, and more cross-community dialogue (Jarman p.31). The 

atmosphere in Belfast was that one-on-one relations have been improved. For example 

inter-marriage would be allowed. However, the other party in general still is seen as bad. 

This image has to be changed. As Michael Doherty from the Peace and Reconciliation Group 

Derry beautifully illustrated: ‘first we have to decommission our minds’.  

 
 
 



PART III: CONCLUSION 
As I have discovered before: conflicts only get more complicated when you know more 

about them. When you would hear someone talking about the Northern Ireland conflict, you 

would hear that Catholics are fighting the Protestants, maybe that it is also about the better 

position of the latter, but you would honoustly think the conflict is about religion. It is not. 

Nor is it merely about economics; politics; democracy; colonialism etcetera. The most 

general thing about conflicts is that they have multiple causes, that the combinations of the 

circumstances causes the situation to escalate, and that they are all unique because of these 

circumstances. So is the Northern Ireland conflict: nowhere in the world are the same 

history, economy, political system, etcetera which together caused this conflict. This makes 

it extremely interesting to delve into one particular conflict, as we did with Northern Ireland. 

You’ll learn that some of the theory can be applied to Northern Ireland, and that some 

theories are more suited for Africa or other conflicts. The most important about all theories 

is that conflict studies students and researchers learn to look broadly, and to look beyond, in 

this case, the image of a conflict being fought between Protestants and Catholics. For 

Northern Ireland the most important theories are the following: grievance and inequality (as 

being the root causes); greed, (b)ordering and othering, psychological factors (direct causes); 

conflict resolution processes; and the benefits people have from conflict. These have all 

been highlighted above.  
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